SLIDE-OUT ROOM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

For proper slide-out operation the slide-out room floor to slide-out rail height must be set. This procedure is to be performed at the factory during room installation and should be checked periodically.

To set the room height, please refer to the Figure below.

\[ B = A + \frac{1}{8}'' \]

The distance between the bottom of the floor and the top of the inner rail must be the same distance (A=B) or the distance at the end of the inner rail can be 1/8" greater than the inside distance (B=A+1/8").
This TIP sheet is designed to provide information on setting the room height on a flat floor slide-out system utilizing angled rails.

With the room fully extended-

- Measure from the top of the moving slide-out rail to the bottom of the slide-out room floor up close to the coach. This is dimension “A”.
- Measure from the top of the moving slide-out rail to the bottom of the slide-out room floor out near the mounting bracket. This is dimension “B”.
- To calculate dimension “B” use the following formula:
  
  \[
  B \text{ (end bracket height setting)} = A + \text{(slideout room floor thickness)} + \frac{1}{4} \text{”}
  \]

**EXAMPLE:**

If “A” = 3-1/4”

Then “B” = 3-1/4” + 1” + ¼” = 4-1/2”

- Perform this check on each slide-out rail independent of the other.

**NOTE:**

1) These figures are approximates. Each coach may be slightly different.
2) Refer to manufacturer of coach/trailer for correct slideout room floor thickness.
VERTICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT ON SLIDE-OUT SYSTEM

Each rail of the slide-out system has individual vertical height adjustment. Set the vertical height using the procedure shown below.

1. Loosening the 3 bolts in the vertical adjustment slots.
2. Using the appropriate sized Allen head wrench, turn the vertical adjustment bolts either clockwise or counter-clockwise to raise or lower room (depending on the need).
3. Check room height setting. Repeat step 2 until height is set to proper location.
4. Tighten the 3 bolts in the vertical adjustment slots.
VERTICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT ON SLIDE-OUT SYSTEM

Each rail of the slide-out system has individual vertical height adjustment. Set the vertical height using the procedure shown below.

With the room extended completely adjust room height by-
1. Loosening the 3 bolts in the vertical adjustment slots.
2. Using the appropriate sized Allen head wrench, turn the vertical adjustment bolts either clockwise or counter-clockwise to raise or lower room (depending on the need).
3. Check room height setting. Repeat step 2 until height is set to proper location.
4. Tighten the 3 bolts in the vertical adjustment slots.